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Topicalization in the Romance languages 

 

Silvio Cruschina 

 

Summary 

Topic and topicalization are key notions to understand processes of syntactic and prosodic 

readjustments in Romance. More specifically, topicalization refers to the syntactic mechanisms 

and constructions available in a language to mark an expression as the topic of the sentence. 

Despite the lack of a uniform definition of topic, often based on the notions of aboutness or 

givenness, significant advances have been made in Romance linguistics in the last decades, 

yielding a better understanding of the topicalization constructions, their properties, and their 

grammatical correlates. Prosodically, topics are generally described as being contained in 

independent intonational phrases. The syntactic and pragmatic characteristics of a specific 

topicalization construction, by contrast, depend both on the form of resumption of the dislocated 

topic within the clause and on the types of topics (aboutness, given, and contrastive topics). We 

can thus distinguish between Hanging Topic Left Dislocation (HTLD) and Clitic Left 

Dislocation (CLLD) for sentence-initial topics, and Clitic Right Dislocation (CLRD) for 

sentence-final dislocated constituents. These topicalization constructions are available in most 

Romance languages, although variation may affect the type and the obligatory presence of the 

resumptive element.  

Scholars working on topic and topicalization in the Romance languages have also 

addressed controversial issues such as the relation between topics and subjects, both 

grammatical (nominative) subjects and ‘oblique’ subjects such as dative experiencers and 

locative expressions. Moreover, topicalization has been discussed for medieval Romance, in 

conjunction with its alleged V2 syntactic status. Some topicalization constructions such as 

subject inversion, especially in the non-null subject Romance languages, and Resumptive 

Preposing may indeed be viewed as potential residues of medieval V2 property in contemporary 

Romance.  
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1. Introduction: Definitions and types of topic 

Topicalization refers to the syntactic mechanisms and constructions available in a language to 

mark an expression as the topic of the sentence. Together with focus, topic constitutes a 

principal notion of information structure, which may affect the grammatical properties of a 

sentence at different levels: semantic, syntactic, and prosodic. As is often the case with basic 

terminology, topic has used with several different meanings in linguistics, thus becoming one 

of the most intractable notions. Most of the relevant definitions are based on the notion of 

‘aboutness’ and/or that of ‘givenness’. On the one hand, the definition of topic based on 

‘aboutness’ may lead to confusion with the notion of subject (Chafe 1976), which has also been, 

since Aristotle’s Categories, defined as what the statement (more specifically, the predicate) is 

about. On the other, starting with the Prague School, the notion of topic, called “theme”, has 

been assimilated to old or given information. While it is undoubtedly true that topic constituents 

are most typically inferable from the context or related to the discourse, it is, however, also 

undeniable that there are also cases of topic constituents that convey or introduce new 

information.  

Before examining the topicalization constructions available in the Romance languages, 

some definitions and clarifications are therefore in order. First of all, in functionalist approaches 
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to discourse, topic is generally understood as a pretheoretical notion that refers to coherent 

stretches of discourse ranging from single sentences to cohesive texts that take the grammatical 

form of sentences (see, e.g., Givón 1983, 1990). This concept of discourse topic must be 

distinguished from that of sentence topic, which is instead based on the notion of aboutness and 

defines what a sentence is about (see, e.g., Strawson 1964, Reinhart 1982, Lambrecht 1994). It 

is sentence topic that constitutes a key notion of information structure and that is relevant to 

those pragmatic phenomena that display grammatical correlates in the sentence structure. Due 

to its aboutness nature, sentence topic has also been labelled aboutness topic. According to 

Reinhart (1982), aboutness topics must be referential, but need not correspond to old 

information.  

Gundel (1988) does not deny the aboutness nature of topic, but distinguishes between two 

dimensions of givenness (see article “Focus and Focus Structures in the Romance Languages” 

in this encyclopaedia; see also Lambrecht 1994, Gundel and Fretheim 2004, Cruschina 2012). 

According to a referential dimension, a whole hierarchy of givenness conditions on topics has 

been suggested ranging from type identifiable, to familiar, to active and focus of attention 

(Gundel, Hedberg and Zacharski 1993). The referents denoted by the topic expressions within 

a sentence tend to be familiar to the interlocutors, in the sense that at the time of the utterance 

the addressee must have a mental representation of their referents. By contrast, a relational 

dimension concerns the sentence-internal opposition between the constituents of a sentence, so 

that topic identifies what the sentence is about, while the comment is what is predicated of the 

topic (Reinhart 1982).  

The referential dimension is especially relevant to the choice between alternative referring 

expressions (e.g. pronouns vs full noun phrases). However, referentially given expressions (e.g. 

pronouns) can well be part of the assertion and hence fall within the focus domain from a 

relational viewpoint. It is thus generally recognized that it is ultimately the relational dimension 

that constitutes the core of information structure, inasmuch as it deals with the propositional 

content that is linguistically encoded in the format of a sentence, and with how this information 

is packaged according to discourse functions and to the knowledge and beliefs of the speaker 

and the hearer(s) (see Halliday 1967, Chafe 1976, Prince 1981, 1984, Lambrecht 1994).  

The notions of topicality and referential givenness have nonetheless been particularly 

central in the linguistic studies on topicalization in Romance, insofar as they have contributed 

to the identification of two types of topic with distinct grammatical properties: aboutness topic 

(AT) and given topic (GT). ATs identify what the sentence is about. By contrast, GTs are 

constituents that convey old and anaphoric information, and that are restated by the speaker 

from the previous discourse. In Romance, they do not generally identify the aboutness argument 

of the sentence, but may restore into the sentence the aboutness topic of the previous discourse.i 

Consider the following Italian example (from Frascarelli 2017: 478), where the aboutness topic 

i gladiatori is subsequently restated by the speaker and dislocated as a given topic: 

 

(1)  [i gladiatori]AT entravano nell’arena, sfilavano, salutavano gli spettatori e salutavano 

soprattutto l’imperatore, poi si recavano davanti alla tribuna […] e c’era l’arena che era 

praticamente un tavolato di legno sul quale veniva buttata della sabbia e [su questa]GT, 

[loro]GT, [i gladiatori]GT, lottavano. 

 ‘The gladiators entered the arena, [they] marched, [they] greeted the public and especially 

hailed the emperor, then [they] used to go in front of the gallery […] and there was the 

arena, which was practically a wooden stage covered with sand and on this they, the 

gladiators, used to fight.’ 

 

The topic established in the context can be divided into two sub-topics, which introduce an 

alternative-based opposition with a separate predicate for each alternative: this is characteristic 

of contrastive topics (CTs) (see Büring 1999, 2003, Krifka 2007, Frascarelli 2017: 477):  
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(2)   A:   Dove  vanno  i   tuoi  figli     in vacanza?  (Italian) 

        where go.3PL  the your children  in holiday 

‘Where will your children go on holiday?’ 

B:   [Leo]CT andrà     all’    estero con  gli  amici,   [Mario]CT  viene  

    Leo    go.FUT.3SG to.the  abroad  with the friends  Mario    comes 

con  noi al    mare. 

with us  to.the  sea 

‘Leo will go abroad with his friends, Mario is coming with us to the seaside.’ 

 

As will be shown in the next section, different kinds of topicalization and dislocation 

constructions in Romance are sensitive to the type of topic. 

Other types of topic have been identified in the literature: scene-setting topics, known 

also as frame-setting topics or limiting topics. In fact, these constituents do not fit in the 

typology of topics outlined in this section, in that the sentences they introduce are not about 

them, nor are they given. Despite their different precise functions, they generally “limit the 

applicability of the main predication to a certain restricted domain” (Chafe 1976: 50) and so 

restrict the dimension in which the following proposition should be evaluated (Krifka 2007). 

See Frascarelli (2017) and Chapter “Hanging topics and frames: syntax, discourse, diachrony”  

for more details about frames in Romance.  

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2 the topicalization and dislocation 

constructions available in Romance will be reviewed, highlighting differences across structures 

and languages. Section 3 deals with some controversial issues concerning the Topic−Comment 

articulation of the sentence, and in particular the relation between topics and subjects. Section 

4, finally, discusses4, finally, 










































